TREE MGT NOTICE
Friday, 21 July 2017

TREE MANAGEMENT NOTICE
The NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust (CHPT) has scheduled tree maintenance and
removal work at Banner Park and Torakina Reserve from Monday 31 July to
Tuesday 1 August 2017.
The maintenance of three trees, and removal of 13 trees at Torakina Reserve and one
tree removal at Banner Park, which have been recommended by a Level-5 Arborist and
approved by Byron Shire Council, include:
Banner Park:
- Removal of Swamp Mahogany, Eucalyptus robusta.
Tagged as Tree 25, this high-risk tree has a large and heavily decaying base of
trunk with complete tree failure predicted.
Torakina Reserve:
- Removal of ten Coastal Banksias, Banksia integrifolia
Tagged as Trees 56, 79, 123, 178, 191, 221, 227, 246, 255 and 283, these high
risk dead, dying or structurally compromised trees pose a safety threat to the
users of the reserve.
-

Removal of two dead trees, species unidentified
Tagged as Trees 64 and 80, these trees are entirely dead and need to be
removed.

-

Pruning of one Racehorse Tree, Tipuana tipu
Tagged as Tree 16, this tree requires pruning to eliminate overhang of structure
and to prevent further damage. This will include shaping from infrastructure,
removal of selected branches, removal of deadwood, a crown uplift and other
necessary actions for the continued health and safety of the tree.

-

Pruning of two Coastal Banksias, Banksia integrifolia
- Tagged as Tree 30, this high-risk tree requires the removal of a cracked,
hanging limb and of selected broken branches.
- Tagged as Tree 247, this high-risk tree requires removal of a hanging limb,
selected, broken branches, a crown uplift and weed control.

Please contact Torakina and Banner Regional Manager, Jennifer Scott on (02) 6691
0355 for any further queries relating to this tree management work.
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